Find your size
Using the illustrated LINEFINDER Sizefinder and the size chart, it’s very
easy for you to find out the size that’s right for you. All you have to do is
cut out the Sizefinder band, put it around your own wrist and measure.
Please note: You should have space to fit the width of one finger
between your wrist and the bracelet!
Size
Length

S

M

L

6.8 Inch

7.8 Inch

8.7 Inch

(17.5 cm)

(20 cm)

(22 cm)

Correct size: Please make sure you order your LINEFINDER in the right
size, so please use our size chart when you do. It’s ideal when you can fit
about the space of a finger between the band and your wrist.
Our tip: a bit too wide is better than too tight!

Sizefinder

Important information on handling the
LINEFINDER bracelets

Putting it on and taking it off: Place your fingers into the bracelet and
use circular motions or rotate your wrist to carefully pull the bracelet
over your hand without exerting any force. To take it off, we recommend
applying the same system in the other direction.
Abrasion / friction: Extend the service life of your LINEFINDER by
avoiding excessive or frequent friction against clothing or other objects.
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Cleaning: Extend the life of your LINEFINDER by cleaning to keep it free
of dirt and perspiration. The best way to do this is with soap and water.
Avoid having your bracelet come in contact with solvents such as alcohol
and perfume as well as sharp objects!
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Printing hint: To print the size Finder band in the correct size, please select
in the print settings “actual size”, “100%” or “no fit to page” – depending on the
designation in the print menu.
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